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In the Name of Allah Most Gracious Most Merciful
“O you who have believed, seek help through patience and prayer. Indeed, Allaah is with the
patient.”[Quran 2: 153]

In determining the way in which a Muslim should deal with a time of crisis, it is important
to analyze what exactly a crisis is in the context of Islamic understanding as it relates to the
Qadar of Allah (SW)
A crisis indicated a pivotal period of time in which a situation or condition seems unstable,
chaotic, and liable to sudden, drastic and most often dangerous change. It implies the cliff
that gives way to disaster; when every move is crucial, either facilitating a healthy and
progressive resolution or initiating a descent in to catastrophe.

In such situation, where a person is put on a dilemma of whether one is solving or
worsening the situation, it is important to go back to the Quran and search for the answer.
As mentioned in the opening of this statement, one must always seek help from Allah (SW)

through patience and prayer, nothing less more. This will avert the danger and provide the
solution.
The sisters’ program for this year is shaped to teach all of us on how to conduct ourselves
at these times of crisis and know each and every one of us are responsible in alleviating
their burden through the help of Allah by patience and prayer.

Imaam At-Tirmithi
stated that the Prophet
said: “Verily, the greatness of the reward
is tied to the greatness of the trial: When Allaah loves a people, He (Allaah) puts them to trial.
Whoever accepts it, will enjoy Allaah’s pleasure and whoever is displeased with it, will incur
Allaah’s displeasure.” [At-Tirmithi]

Program Outline
Friday June 28th
3:00-8:30pm

Opening and welcoming
Lecture One: Power of Dua and Patience

Jeopardy Games
Lecture Three: Women’s Health
Workshop: How to prepare Janaza
Finding solutions: Open mic discussion
Closing Dua

Friday June 28th, 2013

Opening and welcoming
Program will be opened by Quran recitation and welcoming to the program will be followed.

Time: 3:15-3:45pm

Presenter: Sis Seidy and Sis Fatima

Lecture # One: The power of Dua and Patience
In light of the recent and ongoing crisis that has befallen on the shoulders of our brothers
and sisters in Ethiopia, this section will dissect the importance of making sincere and constant dua
to solve our problem. It will also teach us on how to conduct ourselves during this times and the
importance of patience.

Time: 3:50- 4:30pm

Presenter: TBA

Entertainment/ learning: Islamic Jeopardy games
Jeopardy game will include Islamic questions and will have participation from the audience

Time: 4:40-5:20pm

Presenters: Sis Hindiya and Sis Seidy

Workshop: How to prepare Janaza (And reminder about Death)
This section is very important as we have lack of professional sisters who would take this
responsibility in their community. This section will teach a hands on approach with supported
Sahih Hadith on how to prepare Janaza. There will also be a hand out that will be used by sisters as
they practice what they learned in their communities.

Time: 5:25-6:10

Presenter: Sis Neima, Sophia and Hindiya

Asr Break----------------------------------------------- 6:10-6:30pm

Lecture three: Women’s Health- Breast cancer
This section will discuss in detail about breast cancer, its risk factor, its prevention, diagnosis, and
treatment. Sisters will have an opportunity to ask questions and get an answer directly from an
expert in the area.

Time: 6:30-7:20pm

Presenter: Dr. Zaki Sherif

Open Mic discussion: “What should we do to help our brothers and sisters
in Ethiopia?”
This section will be an open mic discussion between sisters to brainstorm on finding solution to the
current situation in Ethiopia. It will be moderated and the opinion given will be collected. There will
also be short teaching point on how to proceed from sisters stand point on this issue.

Time: 7:30-8:20pm

Presenter: Sis Neima, Sis Seidy and Hindiya

Closing Remarks and Dua
Time: 10:20-10:30pm
Presenter: Neima

Maghrib Break--------------------------------------------8:30-8:50pm

